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Abstract

Analyzing the training dynamics of transformer-based language models is crucial for understanding how such models acquire impressive capabilities and knowledge from training. Here, we study the development of word meaning over training by utilizing the Pythia [Biderman et al. (2023)] suite to track the dynamics of word embeddings over training steps. We study the structure of the embedding space by comparing word-pair similarity scores in the WordSim353 [Finkelstein et al. (2001)] dataset and GloVe [Pennington et al. (2014b)] embeddings as benchmarks to the corresponding embeddings in model checkpoints. We provide detailed analysis of the training dynamics using various baseline as comparison, and different metrics. Our findings suggest that a metric composed of two Kendall-Tau distance may capture the fundamental structural differences between the human-scored WordSim353 dataset and the GloVe, while a more standard metric based on cosine similarities failed to capture such characteristics. Furthermore, we study the evolution in 2D of the embedding space, and we find that the learning of word meaning occurs early in training and does not proceed much even if it is not well learned.
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2 Introduction

Large language models (LLMs) have demonstrated significant success in various downstream tasks, especially in few-shot and zero-shot scenarios. Consequently, researchers have been exploring the nature of information these networks acquire and the methods by which this information is encoded within the model’s parameters. Analyzing the training dynamics of transformer-based language models is crucial for understanding how such models acquire impressive capabilities and knowledge from training.

The gateway into higher-level reasoning in LLMs is the very first layer, or the embedding layer. Intuitively, the embedding layer should encode the meanings of individual words, which are further processed down the line. Even though the embedding space has been extensively studied for trained models, an important yet underexplored question is: how are word meaning formed throughout the
training? Various related question can be asked: to what extent does the word embedding capture the meaning of the word, or equivalently, to what extent is the meaning of the word are captured in the later layers, and are inferred from the context? Do LLMs encode word meanings in the same way that humans do? Answers to these questions can significantly contribute to the interpretability of LLMs, thereby providing a strong foundation for the construction of trustworthy AI system.

In this study, we focus on the evolution of word embeddings throughout the training process using the Pythia suite, which contains model checkpoints over different training steps. We assess the learning of word meanings by comparing word-pair similarity scores from the WordSim353 dataset and GloVe embeddings to the corresponding embeddings in various model checkpoints. Beyond these summary-score comparisons, we also visualize how the embedding space structure forms by projecting it down to two dimensions using singular value decomposition (SVD). Furthermore, we study the effect of model size on the dynamics of the embedding space to see in what form does larger models learn better.

A very important observation that emerges from these analyses is the importance of metric chosen to compare different high-dimensional word embeddings and similarity scores. The metric is much more than a trick to obtain desirable, intuitive results, but a fundamental choice to capture the prominent characteristics of the data. The importance of the metric chosen is particularly explored in Timkey and van Schijndel (2021), where the authors call into question the informativity of standard representational similarity measures such as cosine similarity and Euclidean distance for contextualized language models. In our work, we explore the difference between cosine similarities and ranking-based metric when applied to the analysis of word-embeddings. Our findings suggest that the metric does play an important role in drawing conclusions and therefore should be considered carefully in future work dealing with high-dimensional space comparisons.

Overall, our analyses provide insight into the underexplored mechanisms through which transformer-based language models acquire word meanings, contributing to a scientific understanding of the impressive capabilities of transformers.

3 Related Work

Our paper addresses problems lying in the emergent field of training dynamics. For more information regarding this extensive body of work, please refer to this well-written review article on emergent structures and training dynamics in LLMs Teehan et al. (2022).

Most studies of Transformers and LSTMs agree that models acquire linguistic knowledge quite early in the learning process Zhuang et al. (2021); Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997). There have also been studies showing that local syntactic information, e.g. parts of speech, is learned by LLMs earlier than information encoding long-distance dependencies, such as main theme, etc. Liu et al. (2021); Saphra (2021). Studies indicate that ALBERT and LSTM-based networks exhibit distinct learning patterns for function and content words. These differences extend to more specific classifications such as parts of speech and verb forms, highlighting finer distinctions within these word categories Lan et al. (2019); Saphra (2021); Chiang et al. (2020). Variations in learning trajectories were also noted across layers. In LSTMs, recurrent layers become more task-independent during training, whereas embeddings grow more task-specific Saphra (2021). For Transformer-based models like ALBERT and ELECTRA, Chiang et al. (2020) identified performance pattern differences between the top and bottom layers. These works also motivate us to explore the structure formation in different layers, especially in the word embedding layer.

A particularly motivating work is a somewhat older paper Zhang et al. (2021). This paper investigates the impact of pretraining data volume on Transformer-based language models like RoBERTa. It challenges the notion that larger datasets always enhance performance, showing substantial linguistic knowledge can be gained from smaller datasets. However, mastering downstream NLU tasks and commonsense knowledge still requires larger datasets. The study also discusses the ethical and environmental implications of large-scale model training and suggests ways to make training more data-efficient and accessible, potentially democratizing NLP technology and addressing ethical concerns. Our project aims to trace the development of word meaning in LLMs during training. The paper by Zhang et al. (2021) offers an inspiring parallel by examining the formation of common knowledge in models, showing how training data size impacts this and downstream task performance. While their focus is on common knowledge, our study investigates how models develop meaningful
word representations and transition to effective meaning spaces. The methods and insights from their study could significantly guide our research on linguistic feature development in LLMs.

4 Approach

We utilize *Pythia* [Biderman et al. (2023)](https://example.com), a public suite of 16 transformer-based LLMs all trained on public data seen in the exact same order and ranging in size from 70M to 12B parameters with 154 checkpoints each. We write code to extract word embeddings (which is the first layer of the model) given a checkpoint of a model. In the first part of the study, we use WordSim353 and GloVe as our two main baselines and define metrics which we use to compare model word embeddings at different checkpoints to these baselines. This allows us to benchmark how well the model has learned word meanings over training. We perform these comparisons for different model sizes to study their effect on embedding formation.

4.1 Comparison Metrics

The core challenge is to sensibly compare these high-dimensional spaces (many high-dimensional word vectors) and draw conclusions. The WordSim353 dataset contains 353 pairs of words rated on their similarity on a scale of 1 to 10 by human survey participants. Therefore, to analyze the degree to which a word embedding space encodes word meanings, we need two metrics: one to measure the distance, or similarity, between words, and the other (a meta-metric) to quantify how close these similarity scores are to the baseline.

To get the similarity between a pair of words, an intuitive starting point is the cosine similarity metric. However, once we have these similarity scores, we need to compare them to those from the baseline. Since the baseline scores are not on the same scale as the cosine similarities from the model embeddings, we need a metric for fair comparison across these spaces. Therefore, as a coarse-grained but more general approach, we compute the *rankings* of the word pair similarities, which intuitively should be the same in both word embeddings and WordSim353 if word meanings are perfectly learned.

We quantify the distance between two sets of similarity scores using the Kendall Tau (KT) distance on their rankings. Recall that the Kendall Tau distance for two lists \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) is:

\[
K_d(\tau_1, \tau_2) = \left| \left\{ (i, j) : i < j, [\tau_1(i) < \tau_1(j) \land \tau_2(i) > \tau_2(j)] \lor [\tau_1(i) > \tau_1(j) \land \tau_2(i) < \tau_2(j)] \right\} \right|,
\]

where \( \tau_1(i) \) and \( \tau_2(i) \) are the rankings of the element \( i \) in \( \tau_1 \) and \( \tau_2 \) respectively. We normalize it by defining \( K_n = \frac{K_d}{\frac{n(n-1)}{2}} \), such that it lies in the interval \([0, 1]\). A KT score of 1 indicates perfect ranking match, 0 a perfect antimatch, and 0.5 no relation.

4.2 Comparisons to Baselines

Concretely, to study how well the model has learned word meanings over training, we perform the following comparisons:

- For each model (with a different parameter size), we use its respective word embeddings at the last checkpoint as the baseline and compare it to the embeddings at every checkpoint. This gives us an idea of how the embeddings converge to its final state.
- We compare the embedding at each checkpoint of each model to the last checkpoint of the biggest (410M) model. Assuming that bigger models lead to “better” embeddings, this gives us an idea of how the well the embeddings are formed when compared to better versions of the same learning system (allowing us to exclude the complication that humans, GloVe, and LLMs may not learn word meanings in the same way).
- We compare the embedding at each checkpoint of each model to the same checkpoint of the biggest (410M) model. This gives us an idea of how synchronized the training dynamics of differently-sized models are.
- We compare the embedding at each checkpoint of each model to GloVe [Pennington et al. (2014a)](https://example.com). This gives us an idea of how well the embeddings are formed compared to a well-established, quantitative, and relatively interpretable baseline.
• We compare the embedding at each checkpoint of each model to WordSim353 [Finkelstein et al. (2001)]. This allows us to evaluate how the embeddings are formed compared to human-rated similarity scores. Even though humans are largely considered the gold standard of language understanding, the similarity scores are obtained simply by survey, which may be quite imprecise and subjective.

4.3 Visualizing Embedding Structure Evolution

For the second part of the analysis, we go beyond summary-scores calculated from the metrics above and visualize embedding structure evolution in 2D by SVD. We randomly select 5 word pairs. In the 2D SVD space, we plot the evolution of the 10 words in both GloVe and the 5 models we consider. We also mark the WordSim353 scores between each pair. This analysis allows to visualize the formation of structure in the embedding space, and results are shown in Fig. 7.

5 Experiments

5.1 Data

We use the pretrained LLM models available in Pythia [Biderman et al. (2023)] as described above. In particular, due to time and space constraints, our analysis are based on models with 14M, 31M, 70M, 160M, 410M parameters, respectively. We use all 154 checkpoints for each model. We use WordSim353 [Finkelstein et al. (2001)] and GLoVe [Pennington et al. (2014b)] as baseline for comparison. Of the 353 word pairs in WordSim353, only 96 are within the vocabulary of both GloVe and the model tokenizers. Therefore, we only use these 96 pairs of words for our analyses for consistency.

5.2 Experimental details

We load models with the above five different parameter sizes and save the word embeddings at each checkpoint for the 96 words. We compute the similarities of word-pairs, and compare these similarity scores across spaces using different comparison metrics. We use two different metrics:

• For a given embedding, we compute the cosine similarity between words in a pair. To compare these 96-dimensional scores, we first rank them, and compute the KT distance with the similarity scores from the baseline. Intuitively, more similar words should have higher cosine similarities, so the rankings of the cosine similarities should be close if the two embedding spaces are similar. We call it the “KTcos” metric. Results using this metric is shown in figure 6.

• We use the KT distance in both steps. For each word pair, instead of cosine similarity, we simply rank each word vector’s entries and compute the KT distance between them. Then, we compute the KT distance with the similarity scores from the baseline. We call it the “KTKT” metric. This metric is partially motivated by Timkey and van Schijndel (2021), which suggests that cosine similarity may not be a good metric to compare high-dimensional vectors. Results using this metric is shown in figure 2.

6 Results and Analysis

6.1 Comparisons to Baselines

With both metrics, we can see a relatively smooth behavior as each model converge to their respective last checkpoints, as shown in figure 1(a) and 2(a). We observe that there is a rapid descent of the lost curve, indicating that most word meaning learned by the model up till the last checkpoint is learned at the very beginning of the training. This feature is more significant as we increase the model size, and can also be seen in the following comparisons, notably shown in figure 1(b), 2(b), 1(c), and 2(c).

When we make the last checkpoint of the biggest model our baseline, we observe that models with other sizes converge and stabilize at a \(O(1)\) distance computed in both metrics, as shown in figure 1(b) and 2(b). Bigger model converges to a closer distance to the biggest model. This is within our
expectation, since neural scaling law tells us that under the same condition bigger model generically produces better results (we assume that the last checkpoint of the biggest model has, among all, the “best” embedding.) Moreover, this stabilization of distance at a value somewhat bigger than when compared to GloVe or WordSim353 indicates that the model embeddings end up at some distance “around” the GloVe or WordSim353 baseline in the high-dimensional space.

Note that in figure 1(b) and 2(b), we also plot the distance between the last checkpoint of the biggest model and the GloVe/WordSim embedding. These results are somewhat unexpected. When the distance is computed using the KT distance of the cosine similarity ranking, the distance with respect to the WordSim and GloVe are respectively similar (roughly 0.27). If the distance is computed using the KT distance of the KT similarity ranking, GloVe still has a relatively small distance with respect to the embedding at the last checkpoint of the biggest model, while the WordSim, on the contrary, has a huge distance (roughly 0.72) with respect to the same baseline. This indicates that different metrics may capture different features of the word embedding. One possibility is that the human-rated scores in WordSim353 may have other considerations factored in, such as whether the words tend to appear in the same context even though they are not similar per se. GloVe, on the other hand, is a machine-learned representation, which may have closer resemblance to the embedding layer of LLMs.

We further use GloVe as the baseline, and compare the embedding at each checkpoint to it. The result is demonstrated in figure 1(c) and 2(c). As expected, under both metrics, the embedding of each model converges to a small distance to GloVe. Assuming the GloVe as the optimal embedding, bigger model has better performance (converges more quickly to a smaller distance to GloVe). The exotic difference between GloVe and WordSim appears again: the distance between GloVe and WordSim is small with respect to the KTcos metric, and big with respect to the KTKT metric. Our question is still unresolved.
Our fourth comparison gives us some hint. We use WordSim as the baseline, and compute, under both metrics, the distance from each checkpoint of each model to it. The result is shown in figure [1(d)] and [2(d)]. We can see that when we use the KTcos metric, we have dynamics satisfy our expectation: as the training proceed, the KTcos distance with respect to WordSim descents and converges to a small $O(1)$ value, with bigger model leading to better convergence. But if we repeat the computation using KTKT metric, the KTKT distance with respect to WordSim actually increases as the training proceeds!

To further illustrate this phenomenon, we examine the dynamic of the checkpoint-wise distance, using each checkpoint of the biggest model as the baseline. We can see that the dynamic is captured equally well by both metrics under most circumstances, and satisfy the general expectation from the neural scaling law. However, under the KTKT metric, they behave drastically differently. In particular, the KTKT distance between each model at each checkpoint and the WordSim actually increases drastically as the training proceeds.

We come up with two (not mutually exclusive explanations):

- The KTKT metric captures different features of the word embedding.
- Word meaning is represented or conveyed in a way fundamentally different from human beings (as represented by WordSim).

The second explanation seems more reasonable to us. In most scenarios we considered in this paper, KTKT metric and KTcos metric captures very similar results. It is thus most reasonable to conjecture that KTKT metric captures some fundamental difference between WordSim and GloVe.

WordSim is of course a very different data set from GloVe: it is based on human being’s subjective similarity scores, while GloVe is obtained from training neural networks. It is very reasonable to assume that word meaning is represented in a way very different from human being in LLMs, and in this case the KTKT metric is a better metric that captures this fundamental difference.

### 6.2 2D Evolution of the Embedding Space

Figure [7] illustrates the 2D evolution of the embedding spaces of the 5 models in addition to the static representation of GloVe. One of the most striking features we see is that bigger models have much “cleaner” evolution: The word embeddings start near the origin and shoot off almost in straight lines in different directions. This is clearly seen in the 410M plot, while in contrast, the 14M plot shows that the evolution of each word embedding is much more chaotic. This supports the common knowledge that bigger models capture better representations of word meaning.

In terms of dynamics, these plots corroborate our findings earlier that word meaning is learned very early in training. This is seen in every subplot as most of the displacement from the origin is covered early on, and eventually the embedding just settles down. An interesting point is that in the smaller models, even though they have not learned the word meanings well near the end of training, the word embeddings have settled down nonetheless. This suggests that the training dynamics of LLMs is indeed hierarchical—later stages of learning happens mostly in later layers despite the embedding layer not being learned perfectly.

### 7 Conclusion

In this paper, we provide detailed analysis of the training dynamics using various baseline as comparison, and different metrics. We found that the KTKT metric (defined in our main text) captures the fundamental structural difference between the human-scored WordSim dataset and the GloVe, while a more standard metric based on cosine similarities failed to capture such characteristic. We explain such phenomena by concluding that word meaning is represented in an exotic way in LLMs that is fundamentally different from human being’s intuitive understanding. We also visualize embedding structure evolution in 2D by plotting the evolution of the 10 words in both GloVe and the 5 models we consider, as well as the WordSim353 scores between each pair. This enables us to visualize the formation of structures, including word meaning.
Figure 2: Training dynamics captured by the Kendall-Tau distance of Kendall-Tau distance similarity rankings.

(a) KTKT comparisons of each checkpoint against the last checkpoint of the same model.

(b) KTKT comparisons of each checkpoint against the last checkpoint of the biggest model (410M).

(c) KTKT comparisons of each checkpoint against GloVe embeddings.

(d) KTKT comparisons of each checkpoint against WordSim scores.

Figure 3: Comparisons against the biggest model (410m) at respective checkpoints using two different metrics.

(a) KTcos comparisons of each checkpoint against the same checkpoint of the biggest model (410M).

(b) KTKT comparisons of each checkpoint against the same checkpoint of the biggest model (410M).
Figure 4: 2D visualization of the dynamic of the first and the second SVD component of the embedding of a subset of word pairs.
8 Ethics Statement

One ethical issue related to this project is the potential reinforcement of biases in language models. By analyzing the development of word meanings during training, we risk highlighting and propagating existing biases in the training data, which could perpetuate stereotypes and unfair treatment in real-world applications. In particular, WordSim is a human-scored word similarities dataset, which is obviously inherently biased. Models on which our analysis is based are also trained on biased data. Thus, all of our conclusions are based on an inherently biased foundation. To mitigate this, it is crucial to incorporate bias detection and correction strategies, such as using diverse datasets and implementing fairness constraints during the training process.

Another societal risk involves the misuse and misinterpretation of our research findings, leading to overconfidence in AI capabilities. This could result in AI systems being deployed in critical decision-making processes without adequate oversight, especially in legal, medical, or financial contexts. To address this, we need to clearly communicate the limitations and uncertainties of our research, emphasizing the need for careful and contextualized interpretation of findings before practical application. Comprehensive documentation and engaging with interdisciplinary experts can help ensure a balanced understanding of our work’s implications.
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